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General problem

• Price should be price paid for a good or service, i.e. and 
output price
• Difficult for:
– Government, health & education (GHE)
– Construction

• Goods and services hard to define consistently and hard to 
measure at achievable cost in a global setting



ICP approach: input prices

• GHE ⇒ wages
• Construction ⇒ wages, materials, equipment hire
• Concern: productivity differences
– If productivity is higher in high-income countries, input price 

differences overstate output price differences between high- and 
low-income countries
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Where 𝑝% is the output price, 𝑤% is a (composite) input price index and 𝐴% is a 
productivity index



GHE

• First-best approach: constant-quality output indicators 
(OECD/Eurostat)
– Hard to reliably implement globally



GHE in ICP 2011
• Assume production function for GHE services:

𝑌 = 𝑓(𝐾, 𝐿, 𝐴)
• Assume a translog production function, then relative labor 

productivity 𝑦 = 4
5

can be written as:
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– Where 𝛼% is the share of capital compensation in value added in 
country 𝑖, as an estimate of the output elasticity of capital

– To ensure base-country independence, use CCD; i.e. use an 
‘average country’ as the base



GHE assumptions

1. Productivity differences in GHE are zero: log <=
<>?

= 0

2. Economy-wide differences in relative capital intensity also 
apply to GHE



ICP 2011 productivity adjustment factors
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Practical implementation: round PAFs to nearest 0.5 or 0.



Data sources

1. Capital stocks in ICP 2011 (based on PWT)
– Estimate investment in six assets based on national accounts, 

supplemented by estimates based on imports, exports and 
production; normalized to total GFCF

– Use perpetual inventory method and assumption about 
(geometric) depreciation rates to accumulate capital stocks

– Assume identical capital/GDP ratios in initial year (between 1950 
and 1990, depending on the country)

– Convert capital stocks in local currency units to ‘real’ terms using 
investment PPPs

– For Asia-Pacific, ADB provided their own numbers



Data sources

2. Capital compensation in GDP
– ICP 2011: Compile data on labor compensation of employees and 

(where available) mixed income of self-employed to compute labor 
share in GDP (from PWT)

– ICP 2011: Compute capital share in GDP as 1 − labor share



Data sources

Room for improvement
– Investment data: more extensive use of national sources, greater 

country coverage, distinguish nine assets
– Initial stocks: experiment with country-specific initial levels
– Capital share: Also subtract natural resource rents in GDP (from 

WDI) to arrive at a better estimate of fixed capital in GDP
First step: compare ICP 2011 PAFs to PAFs based on improved 
data and assumptions to gauge sensitivity



Considerations

• Productivity adjustment remains second-best
– Reliant on stringent assumptions (economy-wide differences in capital 

intensity determine labor productivity differences)
• Ideally: incorporate outcome-based measures
– Exploration of educational spending/student as an alternative to wage 

PPPs (back in 2013)
– Main challenge: heterogeneity in spending by educational level and 

differences in educational quality (PISA)



Construction

• First-best approach: pricing of standard construction project 
⇒ output prices (OECD/Eurostat)
• So:

1. How do output prices for lower-income OECD/Eurostat countries 
compare to input prices of countries from other regions in the 
same income range?

2. If we adjust OECD/Eurostat input price measures for economy-
wide productivity differences, do we get close to observed output 
prices?
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Construction price levels and GDP/capita 1. Main price differences 
within OECD/Eurostat 
region

2. Price differences in 
OECD/Eurostat span most 
of the range of observed 
global price differences

Summary statistics
Mean St.dev. [Min–Max]

OECD-Eurostat 0.78 0.36 [0.32–1.79]
Other regions 0.39 0.19 [0.14–1.11]
All countries 0.49 0.30 [0.14–1.79]



Check 1: countries in similar income range

• If:
– There are large productivity differences, and
– These are correlated with GDP/capita

• Then:
– Countries with output prices would have higher PLIs than countries 

at similar income levels with input prices
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OECD/Eurostat prices are higher (on average), but 
implied productivity differences of 11% are small



Check 2: productivity adjustment

1. Estimate relative input prices for OECD/Eurostat countries
– Data for AUS, CAN, DNK, FIN, GBR, HUN, NLD, PRT, RUS, USA; CPD 

with cost shares as weights
2. Adjust input prices using estimates of economy-wide 

productivity differences (source: Penn World Table)
3. Compare with observed relative output prices
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Construction productivity adjustment in OECD/Eurostat

1. Input prices

2. Adj. input prices

3. Output prices

Productivity-adjusted input prices are not 
systematically closer to observed output prices



Concluding remarks

• Productivity adjustment: does it get us closer to first-best 
approach results?
– GHE: unclear (but no clear alternative for current adjustment)
– Construction: no clear scope for a good adjustment


